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o-FINITE INVARIANT MEASURES
ON INFINITE PRODUCT SPACESC)
BY

DAVID G. B. HILL
Abstract.
A necessary and sufficient condition in terms of Hellinger integrals is
established for the existence of a a-finite invariant measure on an infinite product
space. Using this it is possible to construct a wide class of transformations on the unit
interval which have no c-finite invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure.
This class includes most of the previously known examples of such transformations.

1.1. Introduction. This paper deals with a special case of the following wellknown problem from ergodic theory. Suppose that G is a group of measurable,
invertible, nonsingular transformations
of the cr-finite measure space (X, 3S, p).
Under what conditions does there exist a cr-finite, G-invariant measure v on
(X, 3S, p) such that v is equivalent to pi
For our purposes we take (X, 33, p.) to be the infinite product space (X, 33, pi)
= 11"= i (Xk,âSk,pk), and G = 2"=i © Gk where for each positive integer k, Gk
is an ergodic group of measurable, invertible, nonsingular transformations on
(Xk, 33k, p.k). In Theorem 3.20 we solve this problem in terms of the convergence of
an infinite series of Hellinger integrals. In fact this result is derived from a more
general theorem on the equivalence of certain types of cr-finite product measures
with a finite product measure.
In §4 we apply this to the case when all the factor spaces are countable. In particular we are able to improve an existing theorem of C. C. Moore [9] by removing
an unnecessary side condition from the hypotheses. Next, using our criterion, we
construct a class of ergodic, measurable, invertible, nonsingular transformations
on the unit interval which do not have any a-finite invariant measures equivalent
to Lebesgue measure. This class includes the examples of D. S. Ornstein [10], A.
Brunei [2], R. V. Chacon [3], and L. K. Arnold [1]. Furthermore our method
reveals the essential features these transformations have in common.
1.2. Definitions. Let (X, 33, p) be a measure space. A measurable transformation of the space is a map T: X-> X such that T~133<=^_ It is necessary only that
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T be defined /¿-almost everywhere. When the inverse function is also defined
p-a.e. and furthermore T&<^â$, Fis said to be invertible. A measurable, invertible,
transformation F on the space with the property that p.T~1=p is called nonsingular. Following the notation used by A. Ionescu Tulcea in [7], measurable,
invertible, nonsingular transformations are called automorphisms of iX, 3B,p.).
An automorphism Fis called measure preserving iff p.T~1 = p. In this case p. is
said to be F-invariant. A F-invariant set B e ¡Mhas the property F_15= B (/x-a.e.).
An automorphism T is said to be ergodic iff for any fieJ, B F-invariant implies

that piB) = 0 or p.(X\B)=0. Similarly if G is a group of automorphisms of iX, 31, p.)
we say that p is G-invariant when for all g e G, p. is g-invariant. And G is ergodic
iff for all BeM,B G-invariant implies p.(B)=0 or /¿(X\£) = 0.
2. In this section we state without proof a few well-known results needed as a
preliminary to the main results in §3.
2.1. Proposition.

Let G be a group of automorphisms of the finite measure space

iX,@,p).
(a) G is ergodic iff the only G-invariant measurable functions are the constants.
(b) Suppose that G is ergodic. Then if there exists a o-finite G-invariant measure
v which is equivalent to p., v is unique to within a scalar multiple. In particular we
cannot have both a finite and an infinite solution to the invariant measure problem

when G is ergodic.
2.2. Hellinger integrals. Suppose that py and p.2 are a pair of finite measures
on the measurable space (X, ¿6) such that pj(X)= 1 and p2(X)=\. By a countable
measurable partition of X we shall mean a family of subsets, {Bn : neN}^3S,
such that the Bn are mutually disjoint and (J ™=j Bn = X. Let Si be the family of
countable, measurable partitions of X and direct Si by refinement. Given Ae Si,

define

S(A) = J [PÁB)P2(B)Y12.
Beà

Then {S(A) : A e Si} is a decreasing net and has a limit. This limit is called the
Hellinger integral of pj and p2 and we write

i [dpj dp2Y'2 = lim 5(A).
The next theorem collects some of the useful properties of the Hellinger integral.
2.3. Theorem,

(a) If p is a a-finite measure on (X, 38) such that pj«p

/¿2«/¿ (e.g. p = pj + p2), then

j[dpj dp2Y'2 = j[dpj/dp. dp.2/dpY<2
dp.,
where dpj/dp and dp2/dp are Radon-Nikodym derivatives.

and
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when /x1«^2, then

JVmkW2=

j[dpi/dp.2Yl2dp

(c) oú¡[dpidp2y>2ú\.

(d)¡Widp2y>2=iiffpi=p2.
(e) $[dpidp2Yl2 = 0iffpi±p2.
As long as pi and p,2 are finite measures we can still define the Hellinger integral
as above and in place of (c) we will have O^J [dpi dp,2}l!2f¿[pi(X)p2(X)}112. A
similar equation will hold when one of the measures is infinite provided we replace
X by some set of finite measure. Also, note that Theorem 2.3(e) gives a criterion
for the singularity of a pair of finite measures. As long as we knew that the
measures had to be either equivalent or singular, this would be also a criterion for
equivalence. There are two important cases of this situation, one of which occurs
in Kakutani's theorem (2.6 below) and the other in Proposition 2.4.
2.4. Proposition.
Let px and p2 be a-finite measures on (X, 33) and let G be an
ergodic group of automorphisms with respect to both pi and p2. Then either pi _|_p.2
or Pi~p2.

2.5. The Zero One Law. This well-known result from probability

theory is the

principle upon which are based all the theorems on infinite product spaces in this
paper. The version given below is taken from Halmos' book on Measure Theory

[5, p. 201].
Let (X,33,p) = Y\k=i(Xk,33k,p.k) where for each index k, pk(Xk)=l. Then if
Ae33 has the property that for any finite F^N there is a measurable subset A%

°f TiktF Xk such that A = (TJkeFXk) xAf, either p(A) = 0 or p(A) = 1.
The following theorem due to S. Kakutani
consequence of the Zero One Law.

[8, pp. 214-224] is an interesting

2.6. Theorem. For each ke N let pk and p!k be a pair of finite measures on the
measurable space (Xk, 33k)with pk(Xk)=l=p'k(Xk). Let (X, 38) = Ylk-i (Xk, 33k) and
p-= Y\k = i Pk, I1' = \~[k= i the- Then the following statements

are equivalent:

(a) p~p.
(b) For each index k, pk~p'k and rjjc = i J" [dp-kdp'k}ll2>0.
(c) For each index k, pk~p'k and

| [í-Jtc^cKr] <*>•
(d) For each index k, p>k~p'kand

2 lí'1-VAIB<«.

fc-1
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where fk is the Radon-Nikodym dp'k/dpkin L2iXk, SBk,pk). On the other hand, if any
one of the conditions in (b), (c), or id) fails to hold, then p _|_p'.

Both 2.4 and 2.6 are proved by looking at the largest subset of X upon which
the two measures are equivalent. In the first case this is a G-invariant set and in
the second, a set of the sort to which the Zero One Law can be applied.
3. Throughout this section, for each positive integer k, (Xk, SBk,pk) will be a
finite measure space with p.k(Xk)= 1 and vk will be a cr-finite measure on (Xk, 3Bk).
We denote the product measure space \\k = j (Xk, SBk,pk) by (X, SB,p). It follows
that p(X) = 1. By J*" we mean the collection of finite subsets of the positive integers
directed by inclusion. Fis used as a subscript in the following way:

xF = n *■*. mf= n p*> @f= ti a*,
keF

xf = nXk,
ktF

keF

p-%
= n^>
ktF

keF

m = Y\@k
ktF

and so on.
The usual definition of infinite product measure requires that at most a finite
number of the factor measures be infinite. However, by adopting a slightly different procedure it is possible to construct a sort of product of a-finite measures.
This procedure is taken from C. C. Moore's paper [9].
3.1. Restricted product measures. For each index k, let Yk he chosen in SBksuch
that 0<vk(Yk)<ca.
Put T=ri"=i
Yk, YF= Y\keF Yk and Y^ = Umf Yk. Also,
for each Fe J5" define mixed product sets SiY,F)= XFx Yp* and put S(Y)=
Ufs^ 5<r,F). This is measurable since F is countable. Next, define normalized
measures vk= vk/vk(Yk) and let Afcbe the restriction of vk to Yk (i.e. \(Bk) =
vk(Bk n Yk)/vk(Yk) for any Bk e SBk).Note that vk is a a-finite measure on (Xk, SSk)
and Xka finite measure with vk( Yk)= Xk(Xk).
Now let FeF
and define the infinite product measure v<Y-F)
= (YJkeFvk)x
(YlktF K) = vf x A*- This is well defined since all but a finite number of the factors

are unit measures. Notice that v{Y,F)
is supported by SlY,F)and v(Y-F)(Y)= 1. Finally,
let € he the subfamily of SB consisting of finite unions of sets of the form R =
11"= i -ft*where for each zc,Rk e SBk.
3.2. Theorem, (a) For each BeSS, {v(Y-F)(B): FeSF} defines an increasing net
so liirijj v(Y'F\B) exists (though possibly infinite). This limit is called viY)(B).
(h) vm is a countably additive, o-finite measure on (X, S3) supported by Sm and
vm(Y)= 1. This measure is called the restricted product of{vk : ke N} with respect

to Y.
(c) For any FeF,

vm = vFxvf where vF= i~[keF vk and v%is the restricted product

°f{vk : ^ í F} with respect to Yf.
(d) S is dense in SB with respect to vm, i.e. if v{Y)(B)<co and e>0,

EeS

such that v™(EAB)<e.

there is an
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Proof, (a) and (b) follow from standard calculations.

(c) Let Ke&. Then,
vm = lim viY-F)
F

= vKx /lim vF\Kx \f\
\f=k

=

!

vK x V*,

where v%is the restricted product of {vk : k $ K} with respect to Y$.
(d) Let Be 33 such that vm(B) < oo and let e > 0. From the definition of restricted
product measure it follows that there exists KelF such that if F^K then
vm(B\S(Y-F))<%e. Now ¿Y-K)= vKx A* and \t(X%) = 1. Therefore there is an elemen-

tary set Ee 33 such that ¿Y-K\EAB) < $#. But clearly, F n S(Y-K)e S. And,

(F n S'^Aß

«=[(FAß) n S<™>]u [ß\S(y'*>].

So

v(y)((Fn S<7-«)AÄ)^ >/y'«(FAß) + ,/y)(ß\S<y')r))â i*+4«3.3. Remark. In the particular case that each vk is actually a finite measure we
may construct v(X).But clearly v(X)= YlkeN i>kwhere in this instance vk= vk/vk(Xk)

for each index k. So the restricted product concept is an extension of the normal
product.
We now investigate equivalence of restricted products of the same measures
{vk : k e N} with respect to different subsets.

3.4. Theorem. Let T=rTfce¡v Yk and Z=T}k<¡NZk where for each keN,

Yk,

Zk e 33k and 0 < vk( Yk), vk(Zk) < oo. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) 0<v(y)(Z)<oo.
(b) 0<v™(Y)<co.
(c) 2k = ivk(YkAZk)/vk(Yk)<co.

(d) Zk°=ivk(YkAZk)/vk(Zk)<co.

And furthermore, if one of these conditions holds, then not only do we have
,/yWz> but also v(y>= v<y)(Zyz) and
v<y>(Z)= Y\vk(Zk)/vk(Yk)

= l/v<z>(r).

keN

On the other hand, if any one of the conditions fails, the measures are singular
and either vm(Z) = 0 or v(z>(Y) = 0.

Proof. First we will show that (a) and (c) are equivalent. As

v<y>(Z)= lim [n
F

Vk(Zk)K( Yk)]\Yl vk(Yk n Zk)/vk( Yk)\

LkeF

ilkiF

J

the l.h.s. is positive and finite iff both

0 < Ylv¿zMY¿<
keN

°°
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and
O < Y\vk{YknZk)/vk(Yk)

< co,

kéK

for somete

F.

From the second relation,

2

V-Vk(YknZk)/vk(Yk)]

<o6,

k=i

and exchanging Yk for Zk in the denominators
2"-1 [l-vte(Ffe o Zk)/vk(Zk)] < co also, i.e.

2

by means of the first product,

Vk(Yk\Zk)MYk) < oo

and
00

2

vkiZk\Yk)/vkiZk) < co.

fc= l

Finally, vki Yk)jvk(Zk) -> 1, so we can replace the denominators in the latter series
with the terms vk( Yk). A similar reverse calculation yields the converse implication.
In the same way, (b) and (d) are equivalent. The remaining equivalence comes
from the fact that both (a) and (b) imply that vk( Yk)/vk(Zk)-> 1.
Notice that if one of the four conditions holds then YimF\~\ktF vk(Zk n Yk)/vk(Yk)
= 1 as this is the tail of a convergent infinite product. Thus,

S*ÍZ) = Y\vkiZk)/vkiYk) = 1/v^iY).
fce/V

We want to show that in these circumstances v(Y)= vmiZ)v(ZK From 3.2(d) it is
sufficient to show that if R = YlkeNRk where each Rk e SBkand 0 < v(Y\R) < oo, then
vm(R) = vm(Z)v(Z)(R). But this follows immediately from the infinite product
formula for viY)(Z) above and the similar product for vlY)(R)obtained by replacing

Z with R.
Finally, if any one of the four conditions does not hold, then either vm(Z) = 0
or V<Z)(F)= 0. If v<y)(Z)= 0, then vF(Zf) = 0, for any FeF, so
„o->(S(Z>)= lim yF(xF)vF(Z$) = 0.
F

As v(Z>is supported

by 5<Z), v(Y)_|_ viZ\

3.5. Corollary.
With the same hypotheses as Theorem 3.4 the following statements are equivalent:
(a) vm is a finite measure.
(h) For each index k, vk is finite and vm( Y) > 0.
(c) For each index k, vk is finite and

2

V-Vk(Yk)/vk(Xk)] <co.

(d) For each index k, vk is finite and vm~v™.
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Note that if v(y) is finite then 1 =vm( Y) ¿ vm(X) < oo.

Now recalling Kakutani's criterion for the equivalence of a pair of unit product
measures (Theorem 2.6) it seems likely that there should be a similar result
for restricted product measures. Indeed there is as the next theorem
demonstrates.
3.6. Theorem. If vm is a restricted product measure and p the unit product
measure p = YlkeN Pk, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) vm~p.
(h) For each index k, pk~vk and the restrictions of p and vm to Y are equivalent.
(c) For each index k, pk~vk and

2 fi-f
fe4]1,2/W^K(^)]1,2lJ <
L
JYk

oo.

fcïl

(d) For each index k, pk~vk and

2

[l-f

k=J L

Conversely, if ' pk~vkfor
P _L v<y>.

< 00.
[dpkdvk}1'2/[vk(Yk)]1>A

jYk

J

each k, but one of the conditions above fails to hold, then

Proof. First we shall show that (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent. Notice that the
restrictions of vm and ¡jl/pl(Y) to Y are both unit measures. Moreover, when
p( Y) > 0 we can express each of them in product form. v(Y)\Y= ]f[keN (vk\ Yk)/vki Yk)
and 0*| Y)/p(Y) = Tlkeiv(pk\ Yk)/pk(Yk).
Now suppose that for each index k, pk~vk. Then their restrictions to Yk are also
equivalent and since vk( Yk)> 0 each pk( Yk)> 0 too and the product on the right
above is well defined even if pi Y) = 0. We now apply Theorem 2.6 to these products
and conclude that (b) and (c) are equivalent statements.
To obtain (d) look at the equation

l-f

[dpkdvk]1'2/^k(Yk)vk(Yk)}1<2

= [l-J

fe^^/WfJl^^WO^+H-i/Wn)]1'2].

Given (b) we know that p( Y) >0 since vm( Y)=l. Therefore, 2?= i [1 -pk( Yk)]< co,
and pk( Yk)^\.
So, 2k = i [1 - !/[/**(Yk)]112]<oo. It follows that

2

[i-f

k=J L

[dpkdvk}i'2/[vkiYk)r2]
jYk

1

< CO.
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Conversely, if this series does converge we consider the equation

1-f

[dpkdvky2/[vk(Yk)Y'2
= [ 1 - ¡y

[dpk dvkY<2/[pk( Yk)vk(Yk)Y'2^ [pk( Yk)Y'2 + [l-[pk(

It follows that 2"=i [l-M*k)]<oo,

2

fl-f

Yk)Y'2}.

and

[dpkdVkY'2/[pk(Yk)Vk(Yk)Y'2]
<oo.

Finally we show that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Suppose that p~vlY\ Then for
each index k, p = pkxp^

and vm = vkxv% so p.k~vk~vk. Also, v(y)| Y~p\ Ttrivially.

Conversely, let v(Y)\Y~p\ Y and vk~pk for each index k. Take FelF.

Then,

P = pFxpF and i»(r,*>=tpFxXy. But pF~vF and A£~/x£| 7^ so it follows that
viY-F)~pF x p*\ 7*. Now if Be 33,

vm(B) = 0 iflV7-n(Ä) = 0 for all Fe&;

iff Ox,x p*\ r*)(ß) = 0 for all Fe 3?;

iffMß) = 0.
The very last statement of Theorem 3.6 is a consequence of the Zero One Law,
which says that either tc(S(y))= 0 or p(Sm)= 1. The latter can not hold if p.<+>v<Y).
So far we have constructed restricted product measures directly. However, there
is another way to show that certain cr-finite measures on (X, 33) are actually
restricted products.
3.7. Definition. Let vk be a a-finite measure on (Xk, 33k) for each index k.
Then a cr-finite measure v on (X, 33) is said to be a product of {vk : k e N} iff for
each FelF, there exists a measure vF, cr-finite on (X$, 33%) such that v = vFxvF
where vF= Y\k<sFvk as usual.
Clearly the ordinary product of a finite number of a-finite measures with an

infinite number of unit measures fits in with this definition, as does the restricted
product. Notice as well that if v is a product in the sense of Definition 3.7 then the
measures vf above are themselves products of {vk : k $ F} on Xf.
3.8. Proposition.

Let vk be a o-finite measure on (Xk, 33k) and Yk e 33k such that

0 < vk(Yk)< oo,for each ke N. Put Y= YTkeNYk.Then, ifv is a product of{yk : k e N},
v~vm iff there is an a>0

such that av = v{Y).

Proof. Obviously if av = vm, then v~v<y). To get the converse we first construct
a finite measure oc= Y}keiyak such that a~v~v(y).

For each index k, choose a sequence of disjoint sets {YkJ : je N} such that
0 < vk( YkJ) < oo for every j and \JjeN YkJ = Xk\ Yk. Define ak by
ak(Bk) = [(2*-l)/2k}[vk(Yk n Bk)/vk(Yk)}+ f

vk(YkJ n ^Wfy)?*'],
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for each Bk e SBk.Clearly, ak~vk and ak(Xk)= 1. Then,

2 [i- f [<fa**tr/wn)]usl= 2 [i-[(2k-i)/2T'ä]< ».
fc= l L

JYic

J

te= 1

So from Theorem 3.6, a~viY)~v.
To complete the proof let zz(x) be the Radon-Nikodym derivative dvm/dv, and
hF = dvF/dvF, h%= d\*/dv$ where for any F e F we can factorize the measures

thus:
v = vFxvf

and

v(r' = vF x AJ.

Then, given xeX, h(x) = hF(xF)hf(xf), where x = (xF;xf). But, rtF(xF)=l/vF(yi.)
and is independent of xF. So for any FeF, h(x) depends only on xf. In this situation it follows from the Zero One Law that n(x) is constant «-almost everywhere.
But a~v~vm and so there exists an a>0 such that v(Y)= av.
However, it can also be demonstrated that any product measure equivalent to
a finite product must be a multiple of a restricted product measure. This is the
main result of this paper.

3.9. Theorem. Suppose that v is a product of the a-finite measures {vk : k e N}.
Then there exists a finite product measure p = Y\keN Pk such that v~p iffv is a multiple of a restricted product v(Y)of {vk : k e N} with respect to some Y= \~[k<=NYk.

Proof. Going one way is easy. If v is a multiple of some v(Y)then using the construction in Proposition 3.8 we produce an equivalent finite product measure.
The converse result is much more difficult and for convenience the proof has
been split up into four propositions. The method of proof is based on that used
by C. C. Moore in [9] though this proof does differ from his in many respects other
than just being in a more general setting. First we establish some notation.
The assumption is that v is a product of {yk : k e N} and there exists p~v such
that p = l~[keNPk where each pk is a unit measure on (Xk, SBk).Define the Radon-

Nikodym derivatives, f=dp/dv, fp*= dpf/dvf, fF = dpF/dvF and so on. For any
FeF
we can factorize f=fFxfF*. Without loss of generality we can regard all
functions as having domain X by making them constant in variables upon which
they do not depend. However, the functions above may not be integrable with
respect to p and it is necessary to deal with the related functions :
g*(x) = exp (-2-nit log/(x)),
g'rix) = exp(-27Tzïlog/F(x)),

g^(x) = exp ( —2t7Zílog/F*(x))

where t e R.

These functions all have absolute value 1 and hence are all in L2(X, SB,p). Furthermore, the product formula is preserved, i.e. for each FeF
and for each t e R,

gKx)=gF(x)gKx).
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3.10. Proposition A. (a) Let cp(t)= jgt dp. Then <pis continuous and cp(0)= l.
(b) There exists t0>0 such that if \t\ ^t0

Il Ksl Dl = I<P(0I
^ l/e.
keN

(c) If\t\úto,then2^i[l-\igi,iy\}úl.
Proof, (a) follows immediately from the definition of <p.
(b) Using the continuity of <pat zero, there exists i0>0 such that \t\ f¿t0 implies

WOI= l/e.
Now 9(t) = l g>dp = $ gFgF-dp = (gF, lXgj?, 1> for any FelF.

Let PF:L2(X)->

L2(XF) be the orthogonal projection. By the Mean Fubini-Jessen Theorem (see
[4, p. 207]) PF(gl) converges to g* in L2(X). Therefore \PP(gl)\y> |gf| = l. But
PF(gt)=gtF<gtF', 1> and |^| = 1, so \(gF>, iy\y^l.
Hence \{g{, 1>|>0 for all but
a finite number of values of k and \cp(t)\ =YlksN \(.glK,1>|(c) From the inequality l—uú —logu for 0<w:£l, we deduce that if |í|áru,

then

2 fl-í<¿U>llS2 t-iog|<gLi>|]

k=l

k=l

= -log

\cp(t)\ Í 1.

3.11. Remark. The next step is to define the sets Yk mentioned in the statement
of Theorem 3.9. We take c>0 and let Yk= {xk e Xk : |log (fk(xk)/qk)\ ^c}, where
the numbers {qk : ke TV}are to be chosen. In my original proof of the theorem the
qk were defined in terms of the means of the distributions of the functions log/fc on
suitable subsets. However, the proof contained an error and was not true in the
general case. I am indebted to Neil Rickert for noticing the mistake and suggesting
an alternate approach which is also much neater. The idea is to use the median
rather than the mean as a measure of the centre of the distribution of log/fc. First
we need the following lemma which estimates the spread of a probability measure
on the line in terms of its Fourier transform.
3.12. Lemma. Let y be a probability measure on the line. Then there exists s0e R

such that for all c>0,

l-y([s0-c,So

+ c})i

[o/'cOj""

(l-|y(OI)^]/(l-^c),

where t0>0 and Ac = sup {(sin u)/u : \u\^2Trct0}.

Proof. y(/) = Jexp [ —2tritu}y(du). Therefore,

\y(t)\2 = y(t)f(i) = lexp [-2-nitu}y(du) fexp \hrits}y(ds).
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So,

J"° \y(t)\2dt
= J"° [JJexp[-2mtiu-s)]yidu)yids)\
dt
=

" e\p[-2-nit(u-s)]dt\y(du)y(ds)

= 2t0 \\ >p(u-s)y(du)y(ds),
where </<
is defined by </>(s)
= sin (2-nt0s)/i2-nt0s)if s^O and 0(0) = 1.
Now since y is a probability measure, there exists s0e R such that

(l/2r0)J"° W)\2dt Û j<?(u-s0)y(du)

£ f y(du)+ f Acy(du),
Jl

JR\I

where I=[s0 —c, s0 + c], and Ac is defined as above, i.e.

(l/2/o) f° \y(t)\2dt £ y(I)+ Ac[\-y(I)].
J-to

Therefore,

l-y(/)â

[l-(l/2i0)J!°

\y(t)\2dt]/(l-Ac)

= [il/2t0) jt0Jl-\y(t)\2)

dt]/il-Ac).

But,

l-|y(í)|2 = (l-|y(í)|)(l + |y(0l)
^2(l-|y(Z)|).

So,

l-y(/)£ [(1/io)J4" (l-|y(í)l)^]/(l-^).
3.13. Proposition B. For each index k, there exists qk>0 such that if c>0 and
Yk= {xk e Xk : |log (fk(xk)/qk)\ á c}, then 2™=i [1 -uk( Yk)] <co.

Proof. Given ke N, define a probability measure yk on the real line by setting
yk(E) = fjik({xke Xk : logfk(xk) e E}), for every Borel set E. Then,

yÁi) =

exp [-2-nitu]ykidu)
exp [-2-nit\ogfk(xk)]pk(dxk)

= <g¡¿, 1>.

Applying Lemma 3.12 to yk, there exists ske R such that for all c>0,

l-yk([sk-c,sk

+ c])^ [(1/z-o)J'" (l-|<gLl>l)^]/(l-^c).
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But ifqk = exp(sk),
Vk([Sk-c,

sk + c}) = pk({xkeXk

: \log(fk(xk)/qk)\

á c})

= Pk( Yk).

And 2"-i [1-|<^L

l>|]âl,

for |r|^r0, from Proposition A.

This is a positive term series so we can integrate from —r0 to r0 and interchange
the order of integration and summation to obtain
00

f»l

(l/io)2

k=l

J-to

(i-K^.i>l)*á2.

Therefore, 2?= i [1-«(Yk)}í2/{l-AJ«o.
3.14. Remark. Choosing the sets Yk as above, we can assume that pk(Yk)>0,
for all but a finite number of values of k. But, on Yk, e~cqk^fk(xk)?Hecqk. Integrating this with respect to vk, we get, vk(Yk)e-°qk^pk(Yk)-^vk(Yk)ecqk, for any k.
We change arbitrarily those Yk for which vk(Yk)= 0 (i.e. pk( Yk)= 0) so that for all
k, 0 < vk( Yk) < oo. There is no confusion in using the same notation for this modified
set of Yk. Later on in Proposition D we shall show that the qk can actually be
determined in terms of the medians of the functions log ,4.
At this point we need a couple of elementary estimates to be used in the proof

of Proposition C.

3.15. Lemma, (a) u2ú 12(1-(sin u)/u) if\u\ Stt/3.
(b) T/|logr|^2c, then
[(Vt-l)c/(e°-l)}2
Proof. Using Taylor's

theorem,

S (logt)2.

we get sin u = u —w3/(3!) cos 9 where

|0|^

\u\£w/3. So,
u2 = 6(1 -(sin u)/u)/cos 9 g 12(1 -(sin u)/u).
(b) |logr|^2ciffe-2c^r^e2c.

Now if e~2c^t^\,

\Vt-1\

= 1 - \/t¿

-log t. So since c/(ec-l)<l,

(logi)2^

[(Vt-l)c/(e°-l)}2.
On the other hand, if 1 ¿ t g e2c, then putting

W(t) = logt-Wt-\)c/(e°-l),
W'(t) = l/í-[ic/(ec-l)][l/Ví].
Now W'(l)>0,
W(l) = 0 and W'(t) has only one zero and is eventually negative.
But W(e2c)= c, so clearly W(t)>0, for 1 útúe2".
The next proposition essentially completes the proof of Theorem 3.9.

3.16. Proposition

C. With the modified set of Yk chosen as in Remark 3.15, and

cál/(6r0),

2

[l-f

fc= i L

Jrk

WkdVkY'2/[vk(Yk)Y'2}
<oo.

Hence, p~viY) and v is a multiple ofviY).

J
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Proof. If 2S.1 [1-Jyfc [dpkdvk}1'2/[vk(Yk)r2]<ao, then vm~p by Theorem 3.6
and v is a multiple of v(Y)by Proposition 3.8. So we have to show this series
converges.
Choose c>0 and form the sets Yk as in 3.13. (Choose t0 as in Proposition A,
but suppose furthermore that 0</0=l/(6c),
so that 2-nct0^7r/3.) Then if t/t(s) =
(sin (2-nt0s))/(2-nt0s), s^O and </>(0)=1, we can apply the calculation in Lemma 3.12
to the probability measures yk on the real line and obtain

f [I-t(u-\ogqk)]yk(du)ú(\/t0)\t0
JR

i\-\yit)\)dt.
J-to

Here, yk is defined by yk(E) = pk({xke Xk : logfk(xk) e E}). Now, repeating

calculation in Proposition B,

2 f ^-^ogifk/qk))]dpk
ÚkJ= l O/'o)J-to
f° (1-K^, l>|)<*^ 2.

fc=l Jxk

Therefore, Z^j ¡Yk[I - >P(\og(fk/qk))] dpkú2.
But if xk e Yk, |log (Aíx^/íj,)! úc, so by Lemma 3.15(a),
[2nt0\og(fk(xk)/qk)]2

Ú l2[l-^(\og(fk(xk)/qk))]

for all k^p, where Mk(Tte)>0 if k^p. Hence, 2¿°=i j'y, (log (fulqu))2 dpk<co.
Now applying Lemma 3.15(b) and the fact that fk = dpk/dvk,

2 f (Vqk-VÁ)2dvk= 2 Í (Vqk/VÁ-l)2dpk< co.
k=l

-¡Yk

k = j JYk

But

í

\VÁ-(

iYk L
JYk
L

*/yte
Jyt

Vfkdvk/Vk(Yk)YdVkí f Wfk-^qk)2dvk,
J

Jyfc
Jyt

for any index A:.Thus,

2 Í [v/*-f
va **/"*(
n)la**
Jyk
J

jc=i Jyfc L

i.e.
21

|

[Miy-[[y

<
Vfkdvk/[vk(Yk)Y'2Y

00.

And since from Proposition B, 2¿°=i [l~PkiYk)]<<x>, then
< CO,
I I1"[I VA^JW^M1'3]3

i.e.
21

5

[l - [I

[dPkdvk]ll2/[Vk(
Y,)}1'2]' < oo.

the
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So,

2 [i-Jy

WkdvkY>2/[vk(Yk)Y<2\
<oo,

as required.
The next proposition shows how we can take the numbers logc7fc to be the
medians of the functions logfk and hence gives a method by which the sets Yk
could actually be computed, for any c>0.

3.17. Proposition

D. For each index k, let mk be the median of logfk with

respect to pk. Then Proposition
log qk = mk, and any c> 0.

C and hence Theorem 3.9 remain true if we take

Proof. mk is a number such that
Pk({xk e Xk : log (fk(xk)) < mk}) ^ \

and
pk({xk e Xk : log (fk(xk)) < mk}) á \.

Choose the qk as in Proposition

B. If c>0, let

Yk(c) = {xk e Xk : |log (fk(xk)/qk)\ ^ c}

and
Zk(c) = {xkeXk

: \log(fk(xk))-mk\

Then for all but a finite number of k, Y^^^Z^c)^
2^=1 [i~Pk(YkQc))}<<x> and hence that pk(Yk(\c))>\,

^ c}.

Yk(2c). For we know that
for every k^some k0. So

clearly ¡m*-logeai g^c if k^k0. Now if xk e Yk(\c),
Ilog (fk(xk)) -mk\

Û | log (fk(xk)/qk) \ + | log qk - mk\

Ú ic + ic,
i.e. Yk(^c)<=Zk(c). Also if xkeZk(c),
\log(fk(xk)/qk)\

^ \logfk(xk)-mk\

+ \logqk-mk\

^ c + ic < 2c.
Now if k^k0, let Yk= Yk(^c), Zk=Zk(c) and Yk= Yk(2c). Otherwise, choose
YkcZkc: Y'k arbitrarily so that they all have positive finite vk measure. Put
Y=T~[keN Yk,Z=\\keNZk,

T' = rifceAf Y'k.

By Theorem 3.9, if 2c ^ l/(6t0), vm~v~¿Y'\
But yczc

Y', so vm(Y)<:vm(Z)^vm(Y').

And vm(Y')<co,

by Theorem 3.4.

Using 3.4 again, this means j/y)~v(Z).

Finally, since the numbers mk are independent of
arbitrarily small, any c>0 will do.
3.18. This work was initiated by a study of
product spaces. We are now in a position to show
have the product property and to use Theorem
invariance.

t0, and since we may choose t0
invariant measures on infinite
that certain invariant measures
3.9 to obtain a criterion for
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Suppose that for each k, Gk is an ergodic group of automorphisms on (Xk, £Mk,p,k).
Form the direct sum, G = 2"=i © Gk. Then G acts on (X, SB)in the obvious way
and the groups Gk may be regarded as subgroups of G. Furthermore, G is ergodic
with respect to p and acts freely in the sense that if g e G and g is not the identity,
then p({xe X : gx = x}) = 0. This follows directly from the Zero One Law and
the ergodicity of the factor groups.
3.19. Proposition.
Let v be a a-finite measure on (X, SB,p) such that v~p. Then
v is G-invariant iffv is a product of invariant measures. More precisely, v is G-invariant
iff for each index k there exists vk~pk, a-finite and Gk-invariant, and for each FeF
there exists vf~pf,
a-finite and G*-invariant, such that v = vFxv%. Here G* =
IktF © Gk and vF = T\ksF vk as before.

Proof. If v can be factorized as above then for any k, v = vkxv* which is Gkinvariant. The converse is more tedious and depends on the ergodicity of the
factor groups. Suppose that v~p and v is G-invariant. As usual \etf=dp/dv.

Let BQ= {x e X : f(x) = 0 or oo}.Then 0 = p(B0)= (^ x p*)(B0)= J"p.j[(B0)x\*]dpf,
where (B0)xf = {xj e Xj : (xx; xf) e B0}. Therefore pj[(Bo)xj*] = 0 for ^f-almost all
xf e Xj*, i.e. for pf-almost all xf e Xf 0 </(xi ; xf) < oo, for ^-almost all Xj e I,.
But this means that we can define a measure on (Xlt SBj,pf) which is equivalent

to pj by

"i(*i*; Bj) = f f(xj ; xf) -1 dpj where BjeSBj.
Jbj

This measure is a-finite, Gi-invariant and defined for ^f-almost all xf e Xj*.
However Gi is an ergodic group of automorphisms so as in Proposition 2.1 any
Gi-invariant measure is unique to within a positive multiple. Therefore there
exists vj~fij, a a-finite Gi-invariant measure and a function/f* defined p*-almost
everywhere on Xf, such that vj(x*; ) = "i//*(xf). Of course/*
is positive and
finite where defined. Now taking Radon-Nikodym derivatives with respect to px
we see that f(xj ; xf)"1 = dvj(x\*; )/dpj =/*(xf)"x
dvj/dpj at xxe Xj.
Hence if f = dpj/dvj, fixj, xf) =/i(xi)/i*(xf).
This equation also implies that
/* is measurable. Now we can define vf on iXf, SB*)by dp*/dv* =/*, and v = vj x vf.
Clearly vf is a-finite and Gf-invariant. Applying the same argument to vf we obtain
invariant measures v2 and v* on the appropriate spaces. An obvious induction
completes the proof.
The main theorem of this paper is an immediate consequence.
3.20. Theorem. Suppose that for each positive integer k, we have a finite measure
space iXk,SBk,pk) with pk(Xk)=\ and an ergodic group of automorphisms Gk on

this space. Let G = 2ke/v © Gk and (X, SB,pi)= \~\ksN(Xk, SBk,pk). Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a a-finite, G-invariant measure v on (X, SB,p) such that v~p..
(b) For each index k, there exists a a-finite, Gk-invariant measure vk~pk and there
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exists Yk e33k, 0<vk(Yk)<cx>, such that if Y=YJkeN Yk, then v<y)is G-invariant and
vw'~tt.

(c) For each index k, there exists a o-finite, G„-invariant measure vk~p.k and
there exists Yk e 3Sk, 0 < vk( Yk)< oo, such that

2 [i- Í WkdvkY'2/[vk(Yk)Yl2\
< oo.

¿Ti L

Jrk

I

There will exist a finite G-invariant measure v equivalent to p. iff for each index k,
there exists a finite Gk-invariant measure vk~p,k such that

fc2[i-£

WkdVkY'2l[vk(Xk)Y,2\ <«.

Proof. All the work has been done already. The statement about a finite measure
comes from Corollary 3.5 and the rest from Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 3.19.
4. The discrete factor case, Moore's theorem and the examples of Ornstein, Brunei,

Arnold and Chacon.
4.1. The space and the group. Now each factor space is assumed to be countable.
Without loss of generality, for each index k, either Xk = {l, 2, 3,..., nk} where
nke N or Xk = N and then we say nk = oo. Xk is given the usual measure structure
with every subset measurable and a unit measure pk is chosen for Xk so that each
point has positive measure. Thus for each k, there exists a sequence {pk¡í : 1 ^ i i=nk}

such that pk({i})=pk,i>0 and 2fS i Pk.t= 1•
For the groups Gk we take Gk = Z(nk), the cyclic group of order nk, if nk is finite.
Otherwise we take Gk as the integers. Once again G = 2a:sN © Gk, the direct sum.
To describe the action of Gk on Xk let gk be the generator. Then, if nk < oo,
gk(i) = i+l mod (nk). When nk —oo, the situation is a little complicated since to
avoid double summations we have chosen to take Xk as N not Z. The action of

gk is defined in this instance by ••■7-»-5->3-»-l->2->4-»-6---

under gk.

Now G acts on X in the obvious way, i.e. if ge G, then g = Y\keFgrk f°r some
FelF, so given x = (xu x2,...) e X,

g-x has kth coordinate xk if k $ F and
g-x has kth coordinate gTkk-xkif k e F.
This messy notation is not used in the sequel.
The following theorem was proved by C. C. Moore in [9].

4.2. Theorem. Take (X, 33, p.) and G as above.
(a) There exists a finite G-invariant measure equivalent to p. iff for each index k,
nk<co, and

2 2 WPk,i-VVnk}2< oo.
fc= l i = l
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(b) Assume that for each k, pkti is decreasing with respect to i and there exists a>0
such that allpk,j^a.
Then there is a a-finite, G-invariant measure equivalent to p. iff

for some c>0,
oo

71»

2 ^PkÀPk.l/Pk.i-Ilc
k=l

< »,

i=l

where \t\c means min {|í|, c}for any t e R.

Remark. Notice that if we define sk^nk by, for each index k, \^i^sk
iff
Pk.j/Pk.i—I^c, then the convergence of the series in (b) is equivalent to the convergence of the two series,
CO

Sk

2 l¿PkAPk,i/Pk,i-iy

Jc= l i = l

and

OO

Tile

2 2 ^.')-

fc= l i = sic + l

Also, in this theorem that the condition {pkA : k e N} has a uniform, positive
lower bound is immediately suspect since it does not apply in the finite case. In
fact, if for each k, nk = k, and pk¡i=í/k, lí=zá£, then we have an example in
which a finite invariant measure exists by 4.2(a) and yet pkA -»*0.
The original purpose of this paper was to free Moore's theorem from this
condition. However, once this had been achieved it became clear that the improved
result also applied to the more general situation described in Theorem 3.20. So as
a corollary to 3.20 we have the following:
4.3. Theorem. If(X, SB,p) and G are described as in 4.1 then the following conditions are equivalent :
(a) There exists a a-finite, G-invariant measure v equivalent to p.
(b) For each index k, there exists Yk<=Xksuch that \Yk\=rk<co and

t[l-(2

VPk,)/Vrk] <co.

(c) For each index k, there exists Yk<=Xksuch that \Yk\=rk<co

and both

CO

2 2 (p*.*>
<°°

fc= l HYk

and

2 2 WPk.i-VVrk]2< cc.
)c = 1 ieYk

There will exist a finite invariant measure equivalent to ¡jl iff for each k, nk < oo

and
co

r

2
k=l

/ nk

%

i

1_(2 VPk.i) Vrtk
L

\f = l

//

< oo.
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Proof. This is just Theorem 3.20 restated in the discrete factor case. To note
the equivalence of the conditions in (b) and (c) look at the equality

2[l-('2
I

\ieYk

VPkAlVr*]= [1-2/M+2
II

J

L

ieYk

J

WPkA-l/VrkfieYk

4.4. Remark. A long and tedious calculation shows that Moore's theorem can
be derived directly from Theorem 4.3. Furthermore, the single condition "there
exists c>0 such that 2™=i J.f=iPk,i\Pk,i/Pk,i —1|2<00>" while a sufficient condition for the existence of a cr-finite, G-invariant measure, v equivalent to p., is not
a necessary condition except under the additional hypothesis "there exists a>0
such thatpkii^a
for all k eTV." These results are not used in what follows and for
further details the reader is referred to the author's thesis. We turn now to an
interesting application of Theorem 4.3.
4.5. A class of transformations which lack an invariant measure. Theorem 4.3
can be used in a rather nice way to construct a class of ergodic automorphisms on
the unit interval which have no invariant cr-finite measure equivalent to Lebesgue
measure. As special cases, this class includes the transformations constructed by

D. S. Ornstein [10], A. Brunei [2], L. K. Arnold [1] and R. V. Chacon [3]. Moreover, Theorem 4.3 shows directly why these transformations have the required
property and reveals their common features.
We commence by setting up a correspondence between the unit interval and a
product space of finite factors, which identifies the product structure with an easily
visualized family of subintervals. Let T be the unit interval [0, 1), 330 the Borel sets,
and m Lebesgue measure. Let {nk : keN}<^N.
Successively partition the unit
interval as follows :
Stage 1. We divide I into n± equal subintervals.
PutPUJ=[(j-l)/ni,j/ni),
lújúni,
and put ^{P^.
: lgy^}.
Stage 2. We divide each Pltj into n2 equal subintervals.
PutP2iJ = [0'-l)/m2,.//w2),

l-¿j-¿m2 = nxn2, and put á| = {P2,y : \^j^m2}.

By an induction argument we have an increasing (with respect to refinement)
sequence of partitions {3Pk:keN}
such that Pkj=[(j—l)/mk,j/mk),
l^j^mk,
and ^ —{Pkj '■líkjíkmk}, where m0=\ and iwfc= «1«2- • -nk. 3Pk is obtained by
dividing each of the subintervals of S^-i into nk equal parts.
Clearly, for each tel, we have a unique sequence {Pk_j(t) : k eN} such that
{t} = C\keNPkj(t) and the smallest a-algebra containing all the PkJ is just 330.
Action of G on (I, 330).As in 4.1, G = 2i?=i © Gk, where Gk is the cyclic group of
order nk and gk is the generator.
Now, for all tel, gi(t) = t+l/ni mod (1), and gk(t) = t+l/mk mod (l/mk^i),
for k> 1, i.e. gk translates mod (l/wfc-i) the elements of each ¿Pkn Pk~ij.
Definition of the map T. A map T: I -> I is defined in terms of the generators
of G. T will have the property that elements of G can be expressed in terms of
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powers of F. Firstly, we construct the countable partition S? = {Rk : k e N}, of I
where
Rk = [(mk-j- l)M-i,
(mk-\)/mk)
for all k e N.

Then F(z) = gi(í) = í+l/ni
if t e Rj. And Tit)=gk.jgkit)
= t+l/mk_j + l/mk
mod (1) if t e Rk and zc> 1. What F does is to reverse the order of the subintervals
Rk, while leaving their length and direction unchanged. A map F defined as above
is said to be of type {nk : k e N}.
Compatible measures for T. Take a set of positive numbers
{Pk.i :l

úi

únk,ke

N},

with the property that for all k, 2?SiFfc,¡ = 1- Using these we define a measure p,'
on (/, SB0)by giving the values of p! on the sets PkJ.
Stage I. p'iPj,j)=pj,j,
1 újúnj, i.e. we divide / into ni equal subintervals and
give them measures in the ratio pj,j:pj,2: • ■-Pj,niStage k. If k> 1, divide each of the PkJ into nk equal subintervals and assign
them measures in the ratio pk,j'.pk,2: ■■-pk.nk- A measure p! defined as above is
said to be compatible with respect to the map T.
The correspondence between iX, SB,p) and (/, SB0,p.'). Let F and p be defined as
above. Form the product space (X, SB,p.) in the usual way and let U: X -*■I be
defined by U(x) = 2"= i (xk —\)/mk for all xeX.
4.6. Proposition, (a) The map U is measurable, invertible and preserves the action
of G. Furthermore, p = p.'U and G acts on (I, SB0) as an ergodic group of automorphisms.
(b) T is an ergodic automorphism of (I, SB0,p.').
(c) If v is a a-finite measure on (/, SB0), then v is G-invariant iffv is T-invariant.

Proof, (a) This is an easy generalization of the case when all the nk are equal
which is well known (e.g. decimals). The statement about G is an immediate consequence of the properties of U.
(b) From the way F was defined it is clearly both measurable and invertible. To
show that T is nonsingular let BeSBa and suppose that /x'(A) = 0. Then B=
UkeN B n Rk and these sets are disjoint. Let g0 he the identity on I. Then

P-'iTB) = p'IT U BnRk\=
\

keN

I

p.'([J gk-lgkiB n Rk)\
\keS

)

= 2 f'fe-i&(finÄ*)) = 0>
keN

since each gk is an automorphism.
To show that Fis ergodic, suppose that B e SB0is a F-invariant set. Then, U~1B
is zJ-iFzJ-invariant in (X, SB,p). But invariant sets of the map U-1TU are of the
type to which we can apply the Zero One Law, hence have measure zero or one.
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(c) This is the most interesting part of the previous proposition. Suppose that
v is a G-invariant measure on (1,330, p). Let ße330. Then, ß= \JkeNB C\ Rk and

these sets are disjoint. So,

v(TB) = 2 Ágk-igk(B n Rk)) =Jiv(Bn
keN

Rk) = v(B).

keN

To get the converse we must express the generators of G in terms of powers of

T. Look at gi.
gl(t) = T(t)

ifteRi,

= F-"i(0 iftfRi.
In the general case if we let, for each index k,
Qk = \J{Pk.,nk:

1 âjèmk.i},

then
gk(t) = T™«-i(t)
= T-m*(t)

if t$Qk,
if teQk.

Now suppose that v is F-invariant. If Be 330 and keN,

v(gkB) = Kr-i(ßn
= v(BnQk)

Qk))+ v(T-™k(B\Qk))
+ v(B\Qk) = v(B).

It follows that v is G-invariant also.
The last step in this construction is to map I into itself in such a way that the
measure p is exchanged with Lebesgue measure. Suppose that Fis a transformation
of type {nk : k e N} and p is a compatible measure. Corresponding to {¿Pk: k e N},
we define another sequence of increasing partitions {^.(/x) : k e N} by the following
process.
Stage 1. Divide Tinto nx subintervals ^ai(/x)= {Fi,X/x) : l^y^nj}.
These subintervals are half open on the right and have lengths in the ratio Pi,i'-Pi,2: • ■-Pi.n,.,

i.e.Pi,i(p*)=[0,pi,i),Pi.M = [IÎZlpi,i, ILiPi.t) if 1<júni.
Stage k. We divide each of the Pk-u(p) into nk subintervals half open on the
right and with lengths in the ratio pk,i'.pk,2: ■■■pk,nk- This partition is called
^(fx) = {Fc»:

lújúmk}.

The map V„. We define a map Vu: @0 -> 330 by Vu(PKj)=PkJ(p), 1 újúmk and
keN. This clearly extends to a unique map on 330and a point to point transformation on I if p, is nonatomic.

4.7. Proposition.

Suppose that p. is nonatomic.

(a) Vu is a measurable, invertible transformation on (I, 330, m) and the measures
are related by mVu = p.
(b) IfTu= VfTV^1, then Tß is an ergodic automorphism of (I, 330,m).
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Proof, (a) Let tel. Then for each index k, there exists a unique Pk,;<tip)
containing t. If p. is nonatomic, then

{(} = D {Pk.KtM :keN}.
That Vu is a measurable, invertible, point to point transformation follows
immediately. Also, for any PkJ, mVuiPkJ = miPkJip))=p.iPkJ),
so mVli = p.

(h) is obvious.
4.8. Remark. It is the transformations

Tu in which we are mainly interested.
Tu acts linearly with respect to the Pk¡j(p) in the same way that F translated the
Pk.t.

It would of course have been possible to construct F directly on the product
space (i.e. i/_1FC/) and then proceeded straight to (/, S90,m). However, the map
is more easily pictured on the interval and the notation less messy.
The best that can be done in the atomic case is to take an atomic subalgebra
SSßof S90 such that 0B(m) ~ SB0ip).Then Vu and F„ will not be point to point
transformations, but they will still be invertible transformations of the algebras.
However, we might just as well use (/, SS0,p, T) as the model for the system.
If p is atomic there will always be a a-finite, F-invariant measure equivalent to
p. This measure is finite only when all but a finite number of the nk = 1 and the
infinite product collapses down to a finite product. This situation is still covered
by the criterion in the next theorem.
4.9. Theorem. Let T be a transformation of type {nk : k e N}, and let p be the
compatible measure for T determined by {pk¡i : I?kiíknk,ke
N}. Form F„ as above.
(a) There exists v~m, a-finite and T¡¡-invariant iff for each keN, there exists
rfc<={l, 2,..., nk}, | Yk\=rk, such that
co

¿p-(¿

V/>m)/VOc] <oo.

(b) Assume that for each index k, pkti is decreasing in i and pkA^a>0,for
a>0. Then there exists v~m, a-finite and Tu-invariant iff
œ

2

some

nk

2 Pk.i\Pk.i/Pk.i-I\2c < °o for some c > 0.

k=l¡=1

(c) There exists v~m, finite and T^-invariant, iff

2 1_(2 Vp*.i)/v«J< coProof. If v is a a-finite measure on (/, SB0),so too is vVu and v~m iSvVu~mVu.

Now we apply 4.2 and 4.3.
4.10. The transformations of Ornstein, Brunei, Arnold and Chacon. The first
example of an automorphism with no a-finite invariant measure was constructed
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by D. S. Ornstein in 1960 [10]. Later examples have been found by A. Brunei [2],

R. V. Chacon [3] and L. K. Arnold [1]. In addition, Arnold demonstrated that both
Ornstein's and Brunei's transformations could be approached more simply using
his method. However, we do not want to go into the details of the original constructions of these transformations here. We wish only to indicate how they can
be regarded as special cases of the transformations Tu.
D. Ornstein's Transformation. For each index k, let nk^3, pk,i=-j, and pkj =
l/(2nk —2), 1 <i^nk. We apply the criterion in Theorem 4.9(a) using the fact that
convergence of

is equivalent to the joint convergence of the series
00

CO

2 2 Pu and 2 2 (VPk,t-i/vrky.
k = l iêYk

te = l ieYk

Suppose that we can find sets Yk<^{\, 2,..., nk} such that 2"=i 2wyfc/7fc,i<00Then clearly, there is a k0 e N such that if A:^Ar0, 1 = Yk and
co

co

2 (nk-rk)/(2nk-2)=2 2 P«¿< °°k = k0

k = k0itYk

In particular rk/nk -*- 1 and rk ^ 3 for k ^ some kx e N. Hence
co

co

2 2 (VPk,i-i/vrky ^ 2 (i/V2-i/V3)a = oo.
fc= fci ieYk

k = ki

So there does not exist any a-finite measure on T which is F„-invariant and
equivalent to m.
A. Brunei's Transformation. For each index k, let nk = 3, and pk,i=-k=pk,3->

while Pk,a = h
Interchanging pk¡1 and pk¡2, and using exactly the same argument as above, we
arrive at the same conclusion.
L. K. Arnold's Transformation. For each index k, let nk = 2, T>fc,i=l/(a+l)>i,
and/jfc>2= a/(a+l), where ae(0, 1). Clearly, 2"=i 2t#yfcT^m<°° iff ^ = {1, 2}, for

all k ä some kQ. Then

2 2 (VPk.i-l/Vrkf ^ 2 (l/V(«+l)-l/V2)2 = oo.
k = k0 ieYk

k = k0

Once again, there is no a-finite F^-invariant measure on I equivalent to m.
It is obvious from the form of the criterion in Theorem 4.9 that if the factor
spaces are taken to be identical as in the last two transformations above, there can
not exist any a-finite invariant measure unlesspk,¡=l/nk,
1 ^i^nk, and then there
is a finite invariant measure.
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R. V. Chacon's Transformation. Chacon proves a result (Lemma 2 in his paper)
repeated applications of which can be used to construct an automorphism with the
required properties. He does not go into details of the construction and there would
appear to be more than one way to achieve this. However, by what seems to be the
most simple interpretation we get the following transformation of the sort Tu.
Details of his construction not essential to our purpose have been omitted.
Let e e (0, 1) and let {bk : ke N} be a positive sequence such that bk -*>co. Take
ni>2 and an arbitrary set of positive numbers {pXJ : l^j^nj}
summing to 1.
For k> 1, takepk,j = e and 0<pkJ-¿ \/bk if 1 <jtknk. Here all the nk>2.
Now suppose that we can find sets Yk<={l,2,..., nk} with | Yk\=rk, such that
2jc°=i 2(*yfcFfc,t<00- Then, except for a finite number of values of k, le Yk. Also,

if
oo

2 2 (VFfc.i-W'-fc)2
< »,
fc= l ieYk

then pk<i-*■e uniformly

(z>l).

(z'e Yk). But from our hypotheses,

pkfi -*■0 uniformly

'

It follows that Yk= {\} for all but a finite number of values of k, and
00

2 2 p*¿
=°°-

fc= l itYk

From Chacon's basic lemma, we can also construct a more complicated automorphism which, though not itself of the F„ type, induces a Fu type transformation
on a subinterval of I. This induced transformation is somewhat similar to the
above and can be reached by our criterion.
In general, this criterion can always be applied to a system iX, SB,p, T) with the
following properties.
(a) T is an ergodic automorphism of the space.
(b) There exists a countable family of independent, finite, measurable partitions
of iX, SB,p.), {Jk: ke N} which generate SS.
(c) For each ne N, V2 =i A is a F-invariant partition.
Under these conditions, T will be isomorphic to some Fw on (/, S3a, m).
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